Magoun Concludes Marriage Series

Professor F. Alexander Magoun's fall series of four lectures on the mind and brain was concluded on Thursday, December 5th. Prof. Magoun has discussed various forms of emotional expression, including masturbation, homosexuality, psychopathic and free love. In each case the problem was discussed from the viewpoint of its effect upon the character and personality of the individual, rather than the legal or moral aspects.

Professor Magoun concluded with emphasis on the thought that moral standards should be imposed on a person. Every individual must be considered a potential sinner; however high or low, in which he can sin.

According to Prof. Magoun, "sensations must be the major consideration.

Outing Club Plans Mt. Climbing, Hiking, Biking

Mountaineers climbed the M.I.T.O.C. are invading the Monadnock Mountain region this week-end, December 7th. All those that have signed up will meet at the club office in Walker Memorial at 12:30 noon, Saturday, December 7th. Transportation will be by car. The Ouling Club offers all those who can provide cars to contact the office since the number can attend the outing is now limited by a shortage of cars. An All Club suggests that participants be prepared for snow. Saturday night the party will attend Ralph Page's Square Dance.

On Sunday, December 8th, a group will head for the Lynn Woods. Hikers will meet at Walker steps at 8:45 a.m. Sunday. Bikers will meet at Park Street Under at 9:00 a.m. Sunday.

Although no definite plans have been made as yet, the M.I.T.O.C. is sponsoring a Ski Carnival for the benefit of the Cyclone Club at the LOA. Donald R. Bulger, 'h, has resigned his position for ski director to accept the position of M.I.T.O.C. Winter Carnival Director. It is hoped that this will be the Ski Carnival will expand until it is in the class of Dartmouth and Middlebury Winter Carnival.
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32, and d'Almeida 3-1, while Labor and Kornreich dropped their matches 1-3 and 2-0, respectively. The previous week, on November 21, the Tech Quadrangle defeated a 3-0 defeat at the hands of the Nor- thwestern University team, in another M.B.A. meet. Benes and Korn- Reich won handily, each smashing their opponents 6-0, 6-0. Labor and d'Almeida, the fourth and fifth men, were held to only one further score coming in a 4-0 win.
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cup run and party next Saturday afternoon and evening, December 16, at Bridge Field. A Christmas tree glistening and food are expected to add to the spirit of the affair.

In the absence of Pat McCarty, track lost, completed two weeks ago the Sunnmores plot up a 46- point total to lead the color three champs. Second place was won by the Seniors with 27 points; the third of 10th roomed with a 15-point total, while at the bot- tom was the Senior class with 42 points.

Among the outstanding individual runners was Carter, '49, who placed first in the 440-yard dash in the time of 42 seconds, a good time under running conditions.
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were held to only one further score for the remainder of the game.

Captured by Edwin Busch and managed by Dave Florence, the team went through the season with the final record of three victories against five defeats. The team lost three games due to the loss of Bert-Paton after the third game. A spirited strike against Paton, who still managed to end the season as the highest scorer on the squad.